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2. Introduction 

 

Internet of Things (IoT) is the concept of interconnected objects, from ovens, 

microwaves and air conditioners, to cars, industrial sensors and streetlights. All of them 

sharing data across an established network. 

Constant developments to such technology gave birth to what is known as 

Industry 4.0, or, Smart Industry. Smart Industry contains connected devices and 

machines, capable of collecting and sharing data for optimization and analysis, 

everything without human involvement. 

Bioeconomy 4.0 is a project under development at HAMK, it aims to use Industry 

4.0 principles in bio economy areas and to contribute in the creation of a “Bioeconomy 

4.0” framework. Also having the objective to create a new field lab to incite research 

and development of this area. Bioeconomy 4.0 has been divided into smaller 

subprojects, and Barn 4.0 is one those.  

In this project, the main goal is to combine milking robot data alongside barn 

conditions and weather data in search for correlations and relationships. For this it is 

going to be necessary to create a cloud computing platform, capable of receiving and 

storing all of the data from barn sensors, retrieving and storing weather data, storing 

and transforming milk data, making all of the data accessible for analysis and 

visualization and creating a machine learning environment capable of using the data 

for analysis, optimization and prediction. 
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3. Objectives 

 

General Objective: 

Development of sophisticated data-based analysis, optimization and prediction 

methods that serve the whole milk product chain as well as research of this area. 

 

Specific Objectives: 

 Study and use of tools and services available in Microsoft Azure. 

 Create an endpoint to receive and store data from Digita; 

 Collect and store data from Finnish Meteorological Institute; 

 Process and store data; 

 Access stored data through other tools; 

 Analyze data and find correlations; 

 Study Unreal Engine 4; 

 Study Blueprint system – Unreal Engine 4; 

 Make a real time communication between Microsoft Azure and Unreal Engine 

4 through Http protocol. 
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4. Theoretical Approach 

 

In this section we present the tools and its resources provided by the research 

unit for the project development. 

 

4.1. Cloud Computing 

 

The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) has defined a model 

for cloud computing in 2011. The model consists of three layers: essential 

characteristics, service models and deployment models [1]. 

  

Figure 1. NIST Visual model of cloud computing definition. [2] 

 

4.1.1. Essential Characteristics 

 

The topics included in the Essential Characteristics define that it should be 

possible to allocate computing resources by the consumer, as necessary, without the 

cloud provider’s intervention. These resources must obey protocols, allowing universal 

access of heterogeneous systems and equipment [1]. 

Consumers must have quick access to features and the perception of unlimited 

access, being able to buy more resources anytime and in any quantity. The usage can 

be monitored, controlled and reported [1]. 
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The set of resources must be able to be used by several clients simultaneously, 

in addition the location of the physical resources must have a high level of abstraction 

for the final client [1]. 

 

4.1.2. Service Models 

 

Software as a Service (SaaS): The software is ready for use. These are 

platforms built for use by a large number of users, accessed through the Internet, 

usually from a browser [1]. 

Platform as a Service (PaaS): Complete environment for software 

development. Tools such as compilers, debuggers, libraries, and an operating system 

are available. The platform can also be rented to host websites or provide SaaS 

services [1]. 

Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS): Services for an information technology 

team. A computer system composed of processors, memory and storage is provided. 

It is necessary to install and configure, on your own, all the necessary resources [1]. 

 

 

Figure 2. The difference between SaaS, PaaS and IaaS. [3] 

 

4.1.3. Deployment Models 

 

They are models that determine the purpose of the cloud and the location of its 

resources [1]. 
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Public models provide on-demand computational resources that are priced 

based on utilization. They are offered by organizations and can be used by any public 

[1]. 

The private models belong to a single organization, which does not benefit from 

the model where it is only paid for the use, instead the organization pays the total cost 

of the platform. The infrastructure may be owned and managed by the organization or 

a third party [1]. 

In the community model resources are shared by organizations that have 

shared concerns. The infrastructure may belong to the community members or a third 

party. Costs can be also shared among the community members [1]. 

Hybrid clouds are composed of two or more of the types mentioned above. In 

short, they are multiple connected clouds [1]. 

 

4.2. Microsoft Azure 

 

Microsoft Azure is a service that provides cloud computing for building, 

managing, deploying and testing applications and services in a worldwide network 

using built-in tools and frameworks. 

It supports various programming languages and Microsoft-specific or third party 

software, which are provided in three options, software as a service (SaaS), platform 

as a service (PaaS) and infrastructure as a service (IaaS) 

The services and applications are based on a subscription model, for which 

users pay for the resources used or for the access to said service/application. 

Currently, the Microsoft Azure network is provided through 54 regions worldwide and 

is available in 140 countries [4]. 
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Figure 3 Azure regions across the world [4]. 

 

4.2.1. Azure Storage 

 

As described in the Azure documentation website [5], Azure Storage is a “cloud 

storage solution for modern data storage”. The standard data services provided are 

blobs, files, queues and tables. There is also the disk storage, which is a technology 

that abstract blobs into virtual hard disks (VHD) for virtual machines. 

To ensure high durability and availability of data the solution allows the choice 

between four different redundancy options, varying the location and quantity of the 

redundant servers: Locally Redundant Storage (LRS), Zone Redundant Storage 

(ZRS), Globally Redundant Store (GRS) and Read-Access Globally Redundant Store 

(RA-GRS). The most expensive per GB per month is RA-GRS and the cheapest is 

LRS [5] [6]. 

All data is encrypted even though the encryption, decryption and key 

management are totally transparent to users and does not impact the performance [5]. 

The provided services support Shared Access Signatures (SAS) to share resources. 

SAS is a signed URI that grants granular access without compromising account keys 

[7]. 
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Figure 4. SAS Authentication and Usage Flow. [7] 

 

The SAS token can designate specific access rights for a resource such as: 

read, write, update and delete; a key range or a specific resource; and a specified 

validity time period [6]. Stored access policies are supported by storage resources and 

should be used whenever possible. This feature provides more control and flexibility 

over SAS tokens because configuration updates does not require issuing new tokens, 

making possible even revoke access before expiration time [6] [8]. 

The services provided are designed to be highly scalable, congruent with 

modern storage and performance needs. Microsoft is also responsible for maintaining 

and updating the hardware [5]. 

Data accessibility is achieved through HTTP or HTTPS protocols, although it is 

possible to use Azure Storage SDK that are available in the programming languages 

.NET, Java, Node.js, Python, PHP, Ruby, Go and others. Microsoft also provides 

scripting support for Azure PowerShell and Azure CLI. The visual tools available to 

work with the data are the Azure portal and Azure Storage Explorer [5]. 

 

4.2.1.1. Tables 

 

Table Storage is a simple and cheap non-relational storage service. Although 

the data is stored in tables, these tables are not relational and there is no support for 

joining them. It is a key/value store and can be compared to dictionaries, but more 

complex. Each table contains one or more partitions and each partition contains one 

or more rows. The records are identified by a composite primary key which combine 

the partition key and the row key. This additional complexity is what makes the table 

massively scalable as each table partition is stored on a partition server and can be 

moved – transparent process performed by Azure – for load balancing purposes [6]. 
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The terminology in Table Storage define each record as an entity, which is a 

collection of properties. Properties are name and value pairs and every entity has at 

least three properties: partition key, row key and timestamp. As declared before, the 

partition key and the row key are mandatory properties that figure the primary key. The 

timestamp is a special property managed by Azure to identify the last time that entity 

was modified [6]. 

Azure Table Storage can handle transactions if all data is stored on the same 

partition – taking this into consideration is substantial if the application needs to perform 

transactions –, it is called a batch operation. Transactions are limited up to 100 entities 

or 4MB in payload size and the allowed operations are insert, update and delete, but 

each entity can be modified only once [6] [9]. 

The most efficient query in Table service is the point query, performed by 

specifying the partition key and row key. Other query types include: 

 row range scan: specified partition key but partial row key; 

 partition range scan: partial partition and optional partial row key; 

 full table scan: all partitions examined. 

The topics above are ordered by query efficiency, from high to low, besides 

there is no way to define secondary indexes [6] [10]. 

 

4.2.2. Azure Functions 

 

As one of the main components of Azure PaaS, it is a solution for running small 

pieces of code in the cloud. Azure functions offer tools for processing data, integrating 

systems and building simple APIs and microservices [11]. This is a new developing 

model and has recently emerged as a new cloud computing category: Function as a 

service (FaaS) [12]. 

The advantage of using FaaS is focusing on what is needed, the logic of the 

program, without worrying about the complexity of setting up the environment that will 

host the function [11]. 

The main characteristics of Microsoft’s FaaS solution include: programming 

language options, pay-per-use pricing model, scale out automatically, NuGet and NPM 

support for importing libraries and simplified integration with others Azure services or 

third-party services [13]. 
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It is possible to use the integration options to input and output data or even 

trigger the function. At the time of writing the key integration options suitable for this 

project development included Azure Cosmos DB, Azure Service Bus and Azure 

Storage [13]. 

 

4.2.3. Azure Machine Learning Studio 

 

As described in the Azure Machine Learning (AML) documentation, “Microsoft 

Azure Machine Learning Studio is a collaborative, drag-and-drop tool you can use to 

build, test, and deploy predictive analytics solutions on your data. Machine Learning 

Studio publishes models as web services that can easily be consumed by custom apps 

or BI tools such as Excel” [11]. 

 

 

Figure 5 Azure Machine Learning structure [11] 

 

No programming skills are required to use AML, making it very accessible and 

easy to use. The tool allows user to create experiments as needed, grouping them 

together in one single project, or different projects. 

Each experiment is made through the utilization of modules, each module can 

be drag and dropped, and then linked together to another module as its input or output. 
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A great variety of modules is available for choosing, such as data input and output, 

saved datasets, data transformation (filters, merge, splitting, scaling), training and 

scoring modules, custom Python and R modules, statistical functions and more. 

Being a part of Microsoft Azure, AML also has a subscription system, divided 

between free and standard subscriptions, which determine how many modules you 

can have per experiment, how long your experiments can run for, maximum storage 

space, performance and a Service-Level Agreement (SLA). 

Sample datasets are available for testing and new datasets can be uploaded or 

accessed directly through Azure Storage. After an experiment has been tested and 

trained, it can be saved as a Trained Model, which can be used in other experiments 

in the future, or can be deployed as a Web Service, which receives data in a specified 

format, scores it and returns prediction results. Two types of web services are 

available, Request-Response Service (RRS), which scores a single data record or 

Batch Execution Service (BES), an asynchronous service that scores a batch of data 

records. 

Users have access to Microsoft Sample experiments and Azure AI Gallery, 

which is a site for the community to share their own solutions built with Azure. 

 

 

Figure 6 AML Sample project 

 

4.3. Finnish Meteorological Institute 

 

The Finnish Meteorological Institute (FMI) is a government agency responsible 

for gathering and reporting weather data and forecasts in Finland. 
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FMI provides a wide variety of services and products, such as air quality 

information, wind analysis and measurements, energy needed to heat buildings, ice 

cover, sea level changes, waves for sea areas and weather forecasts for aviation, 

traffic, shipping, media and private citizens via internet and mobile devices [11].  

The FMI has made its datasets open for public use, as well as some open-

sourced programs. There is no fee for the usage of these services, however, users 

must accept the license for using the FMI open data. If the user is looking for a custom 

dataset or service, the Institute will charge a fee with rates “based on the Decree of the 

Ministry of Transport and Communications concerning the Finnish Meteorological 

Institute's charges for services and on the Act and Decree on Criteria for Charges 

Payable to the State” [12]. 

The data is made available through a Web Map Service (WMS) Application 

Programming Interface (API), all of its interfaces, requests and parameters can be 

found in their website, alternatively, user can also download datasets manually through 

the FMI website [13]. 

 

4.4. Digita 

 

Digita is a Finnish communications network company that transmits radio and 

TV programmers across Finland. Their service portfolio includes Internet of Things 

(IoT) services as well as Data Center Services for storing and transferring data. 

 

4.5. Data Visualization 

4.5.1. Power BI 

 

Power BI is a Microsoft tool used to connected different data sources on a single 

interactive report to make analysis of great volumes of dispersed data easier. 

For the purposes of this project, it makes possible to visualize all of the data 

received in time series charts, as well as other useful information such as when was 

the last reading received. 
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4.5.2. Game Engine 

 

A game engine is the software that provides game creators with the necessary 

set of features to build games quickly and efficiently. A game engine is a framework 

for game development that supports and brings together several core areas. It makes 

it possible to import art and assets, 2D and 3D, from other software, such as Maya or 

3s Max or Photoshop; assemble those assets into scenes and environments; add 

lighting, audio, special effects, physics and animation, interactivity, and gameplay 

logic; and edit, debug and optimize the content for your target platforms [15]. 

Game engines provide tremendous efficiency benefits by reducing the depth of 

knowledge required to make games. They can be minimal in their pre-built functionality 

or full-featured, allowing game developers to focus entirely on writing gameplay code. 

Game engines offer an incredible advantage over starting from scratch for solo 

developers or teams who just want to focus on making the best game possible [16]. 

 

Game 
Engine 

Cross 
Platform 
Integration 

Language Price Pros Cons 

Unity 3D Over 25 
platforms 

C# 
JavaScript 

conditionally 
free 

Fast 
Development, 
Mobile platforms 
development 

Poor graphics 
compared to UE4 
and CryEngine 

Unreal 
Engine 4 

7 platforms C++  
Blueprint 

conditionally 
free 

Blueprint System, 
Particle System, 
Dynamic Lighting 

Licensing model, 
not suitable for 
single person 
development. 

CryEngine 
5 

4 platforms C++ 
Lua  
C# 

free Realistic 
visualization for 
fog and weather 
effects 

Not very user-
friendly, not 
recommended for 
beginners 

Table 1. Quick Comparison between Unity 3d, Unreal Engine 4 and CryEngine 5 

 

Select a game engine to start your development is crucial and it will impact 

directly in your development speed and results. There is no such thing as best game 

engine, it all depends on the project’s needs and objectives. The table presents 

information about Unity 3D, Unreal Engine 4 and CryEngine 5 game engines.  
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It is not aimed in this document compare and deeper describe what these game 

engines are capable to do or raise arguments to pick one instead of another. 

 

4.5.3. Virtual Reality 

 

The definition of virtual reality is a set of images and sounds produced by a 

computer that seem to represent a real place or situation [17]. 

In other words, VR is an illusion of reality, one that exists inside a virtual, 

software-based world. When connected to a VR system, the user might be able to 

move their head around in a full 360 motion to see all around them. Some VR 

environments use handheld tools and special floors that can make the user feel as if 

they can walk around and interact with virtual objects [18]. 

 

4.5.4. Unreal Engine 4 

 

Unreal Engine 4 is a complete suite of development tools made for anyone 

working with real-time technology. From enterprise applications and cinematic 

experiences to high-quality games across PC, console, mobile, VR and AR, Unreal 

Engine 4 gives everything needed to start, ship, grow and stand out from the crowd 

[19]. 

The documentation behind Unreal Engine 4 functionalities and features 

contains a topic dedicated to almost every single feature included in the suite. Besides 

written documentation, Epic Gams also provides live trainings and videos about UE4. 

As an open source tool, Unreal Engine 4 also has a forum and an engaged community. 

There are basically two ways to program in Unreal Engine 4: C++ and Blueprint 

Visual Scripting. In this project the Blueprint Visual Scripting was focused. 

 

4.5.4.1. Blueprint Visual Scripting 

 

The Blueprints Visual Scripting system in Unreal Engine is a complete gameplay 

scripting system based on the concept of using a node-based interface to create 

gameplay elements from within Unreal Editor. As with many common scripting 

languages, it is used to define object-oriented (OO) classes or objects in the engine. 
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While using the UE4 objects defined using Blueprint are often colloquially referred to 

as just "Blueprints" [20]. 

Typically, visual scripting is a type of programming language that lets create 

gameplay elements by tweaking program elements graphically rather than creating 

them textually. It is a concept that has been implemented in many different game 

engines [21]. 

 

 

Figure 7 From UE4 preset FirstPlaceCharacter an example of blueprint usage 

 

This type of system is more flexible, packaging many of the concepts typically 

only available to programmer into a much easier to understand tool. A node-based 

system is for the most part very easy to grasp, however, at first glance, it can be a bit 

overwhelming, as it looks like a lot of spaghetti strands connected to different boxes. 

Blueprint is an extremely powerful visual scripting system inside of Unreal 

Engine 4 that allows individuals who may not be as comfortable with coding, to be able 

to create games with an easier to understand method [21]. 

 

4.5.4.2. Plugins 

 

In UE4, Plugins are collections of code and data that developers can easily 

enable or disable within the Editor on a per-project basis. Plugins can add runtime 

gameplay functionality, modify built-in Engine features (or add new ones), create new 

file types, and extend the capabilities of the Editor with new menus, tool bar 
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commands, and sub-modes. Many existing UE4 subsystems were designed to be 

extensible using Plugins [22]. 

VaRest Plugin is a tool to make REST server communications easier to use, 

containing a list of features like flexible Http/Https request management. The plugin 

supports different request Verbs and response Content Types, also no C++ coding is 

required, everything can be managed via blueprints [23] [24]. 

 

4.5.5. Http Request 

 

The request method token is the primary source of request semantics; it 

indicates the purpose for which the client has made this request and what is expected 

by the client as a successful result [25]. 

GET: The GET method requests a representation of the specified resource. 

Requests using GET should only retrieve data. 

POST: The POST method is used to submit an entity to the specified resource, 

often causing a change in state or side effects on the server. 

PUT: The PUT method replaces all current representations of the target 

resource with the request payload. 

Http also has other verbs: HEAD, DELETE, CONNECT, OPTIONS AND TRACE 

[26]. 

 

5. Research, Benchmark and Learning 

 

Taking into consideration the objectives for the project, resources available and 

experience from members of the Smart Lab, Microsoft Azure was the chosen platform 

for the project development. 

The platform resources used for the development were chosen taking into 

account the ease of use of each one, previous experiences, prices and scalability: 

 

 Azure Storage Tables 

 Azure Functions 

 Azure Machine Learning Studio 
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As a way to visualize the data from the barn and the weather values, a game 

engine makes it useful and all the resources provided by that tool. Then Unreal Engine 

4 was chosen for this project. 

Thinking about Unreal Engine 4 and its tools, VR can be a different and more 

precisely way to visualize data by creating a virtual world simulating our barn, including 

our cows and robots in several scenarios. 

In a virtual world, it is possible to watch the barn in a specific day or in a specific 

condition, or even take a look in each cow, making it easy to diagnose and properly 

visualize eventually problems in the production. 

 

6. Planning the Architecture 

 

To achieve the project goals, the following architecture was used: 

 

 

Figure 8 Barn 4.0 Architecture Flowchart 
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The sensor data is retrieved from sensors installed in the Mustiala Cow Barn, 

the data is sent encrypted to Digita, which then forwards it to an Azure Function 

responsible for decoding and storing all the Sensor Data. 

The milk data is not received directly, it must be uploaded manually into the 

Azure Table Storage when received from the Milk Company. 

The weather data is retrieved by a timer triggered Azure Function, every 10 

minutes the function accesses the FMI API and retrieves and stores the latest reading. 

The raw sensor and weather data stored have different time intervals, to avoid 

inconsistency, a timer triggered Azure Function retrieves all the raw data from the last 

hour, averages and stores it on a different Table Storage, keeping both the raw and 

averaged data stored. 

All of the numeric data must be stored as data type Double, the usage of the 

Double data type is due to problems that the Azure Machine Learning Studio has with 

reading different data types stored in the same Azure Storage Table. 

After all the data has been received, averaged and/or stored, it can be then used 

in the Machine Learning Studio, analyzed, and visualized. 

The very first step to use our data in UE4 is creating a communication between 

our cloud server and our game engine. Then we will have all our data available to 

create conditions and environmental situations based on this data. 

To create a communication, we will use a REST API to retrieve data from our 

cloud servers using a Http Request. Then, using a plugin inside UE4 to make the 

request possible and the response useful.  

 

7. Build the Solution 

 

First step was the creation of an endpoint to receive the data from the sensors 

placed in the cow barn, to achieve that was developed an Azure Function triggered by 

HTTP request. Taking into consideration that all the data received from the sensors is 

encrypted and the decoder provided by the manufacturer is in JavaScript, the language 

chosen for coding the Azure Function was JavaScript. Subsequently all the Functions 

were coded in JavaScript visualizing the easiest way to integrate the project modules. 

This first function was named CreatePayload. Upon receiving data from Digita, 

it checks if the sensor that sent the data is in the BarnSensor Storage Table and if the 
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data contains an encrypted payload. The payload is then decrypted and stored in the 

DecodedPayload Storage Table. 

 

 

Figure 9 Index of function CreatePayload on Azure Functions 

 

To retrieve the weather data the timer triggered function GetWeatherData was 

created in Azure, executing every 10 minutes after the first minute of every hour. On 

execution, the function sends a request to the FMI API and try to retrieve the latest 

weather reading. The response is an XML file, which is processed to keep all the 

important information on a dictionary and then stored on the WeatherOpenData 

Storage Table. 

Data received from the sensors and weather readings is not a single uniform 

time series, the readings are taking at different time intervals and are not synchronized, 

from this arose the need of averaging all of data retrieved, while keeping the raw data 

stored on their respective Table Storages. 
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Figure 10 On the left sensors data timeseries, on the right weather data timeseries, all on the same period. 

 

Two new functions were created for this purpose, 

CalculateAverageDigitasPayload and CalculateAverageWeatherData, both being 

timer triggered functions that are executed every hour. 

CalculateAverageDigitasPayload queries the sensors last hour readings stored 

in the DecodedPayload Storage Table, checks if there are null values in the response 

and calculates an average of the values in order to store the averaged data in the 

HourlyAveragedDigitasPayload Table Storage. 

CalculateAverageWeatherData follows the same principle as the previous 

Azure Function, but it retrieves the last hour weather readings stored in the 

WeatherOpenData Storage Table, checks if there are null values and calculates the 

average of the data, storing the result in the HourlyAveragedWeatherData Table 

Storage. 

All the functions were written and tested on Microsoft Visual Studio Code before 

published in the online platform, since the online platform does not provide an 

appropriate tool for debugging. 

With all the functions running, retrieving, transforming and storing the data, the 

Table Storages were ready to be integrated with Azure Machine Learning. 
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Figure 11 Import Data from Azure Tables in Azure Machine Learning 

 

The setup for importing data is simple, there is also a Launch Import Data 

Wizard, from which the user can select all the tables available on the associated Azure 

Account and select which one to import. After importing, more transformations and 

evaluations can be applied to the data. 

For the purposes of visualization of all the data stored, Power BI was used to 

create a simple report which the users can update and interact with in order to analyze 

all the information available. 
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Figure 12 Example of Power BI report Screen 

 

The Power BI report includes information such as the values of the last sensor 

readings, Temperature and Humidity Index graphs, for indicating the heat stress of 

lactating dairy cows, graphs of hourly readings, a barn layout map and data overviews. 

Each report screen has its own filters, which make it possible for the user to choose 

between viewing the data from a single sensor or from a specific period. 

The first visualization of the data was done in Power BI, but later the Unreal 

Engine 4 was suggested as a tool to build an interactive view for the barn and weather 

data. 

 

 

Figure 13 Initial Actions for UE4 
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Attempting to create a communication between the Unreal Engine and the 

stored data in Azure, the solution was started using the actions above.  

The first step was set up the request using VaRest plugin resources, selecting 

the request verb, the accepted content type and the additional parameters. 

 

 

Figure 14 Show the Data on UE4 

 

After setting the parameters, and the request package is built and sent. The 

application returns an an error message if the request does not success. However, if 

the request succeeds, the program proceed and use the response. The following steps 

shows the data and it can be done in different ways. 

 

 

Figure 15 Store response on Object Array on UE4 

 

The image above shows the procedure to transform the response object into an 

object array to keep the retrieved data in memory. 
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Figure 16 Get all values and Print on UE4 

 

In this last step, the program iterates the array and print in the screen the 

GustSpeed value of each object. 

 

 

Figure 17 UE4 KantanCharts Add Datapoint 

 

Also, it is possible to use de Add Datapoint from KantanCharts plugin and plot 

a chart based on that data. 
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Figure 18 GustSpeed chart from UE4 

 

Figure 19 GustSpeed chart from Power BI 

 

The pattern shows that the plotted chart in Unreal Engine matches the chart 

from Power BI. 

 

8. Evaluation & Future Development 

 

At the current point of development some of the core goals have been 

accomplished and are ready to be used in further development. Yet the milk data, 

which is essential for this project, was only received close to the end of the project 

time, the data was also not formatted and did not contain the information that was 

expected. 

 

8.1  Azure Storage 

 

The Azure Tables storage is currently storing not only the raw data received 

from Digita and retrieved from the FMI API, but also all the data that has been 

processed by the Azure Functions for use by the Azure Machine Learning Studio. 
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All the data available can be accessed not only by the AML, but also by other 

Microsoft integrated programs, such as Power BI. 

 

8.2  Azure Functions 

 

The project currently has 4 functions up and running in Azure Functions. With 

the current state of the project, there is no need to modify any of them, but if the need 

arises, all of them can be easely upgraded to increase de number of Digita sensors, 

upload data to more tables, and change the schedule of the timer triggers. 

All the functions can be monitored through the Application Insights available in 

the resource group page in Azure. The tool presents statistics such as number of failed 

requests, server response time, number of server requests and availability. 

 

8.3  Azure Machine Learning 

 

An Azure Machine Learning Studio Workspace has been created on the 

resource group. It has been configured and is accessible to all users on the resource 

group. Although no real tests have been conducted with the quality of the milk data, 

the workspace has access to all the data available on the Azure Storage, and all of the 

data has been formatted and kept in the right format to be used by the Machine 

Learning Workspace. When milk quality data is received in and appropriate format, it 

can be readily correlated with the data available in the Azure Storage. 
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